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:heb i Sabbah Live .... 

19 Factory Friday, August 22 
William Duckworth Structures Ambience Through Melody 

$13.99CD. 

rth CD, As Far As - a dj mix, is an audio journey 
frica. Cheb i Sabbah has established himself as 
reates bridges between cultures with a deeply 
from dj wizardry and world music aesthetics. 
figure in the global groove scene world-wide. 

ONLINE PRICES MAY VARY 
SALE ENDS 8/25/03. 
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CATHEDRAL 
August6 
Cutting Room 

The boys in the Cathedral band · 
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the happiest latter-day changes to Cathedral 
has been the addition of Arthur Sabatini as 
an unreliable narrator called the Chronicler; 
improvising verbally on the connections 
between the five points in history-around 
which. Cathedral is structured (thebuilding 
of the Great Pyramid, the groundbreaking for 
Chartres Cathedral, the founding ofthe Lakota 
ghost dance religion, the detonation of the first 

There comes a time when even a brilliant atomic bomb, and the-creation of the· World 
. . . . . _ Wide Web). 'The music," Sabatini assured us, 

composer willrealize that sitting at home and 'was supposed to draw the connections .... _ 
- writing great music isn't enough. Those who . A vast project was the only way of escaping 

_ . - - · . the tyranny of presence." Was the Chronicler 
t~e leave of the studio and plunge into action - telling us a story or describing Cathedral itself? 

d. - · ·11· kw rth £ · · Sabatini's narration sometimes turned eserverespect. W1 Jam Due o - ormy th k . R b A. hl - · 1 · '· ,, · · . e w;or into a o ert s ey-sty e opera, 
money the bestcomposer ofthapost-minimal _ but ultimately his weirds were no rnore.priv- 

·- generation, with a lean and elegantly seduc- · ilegedthan the riffs from.Dorningues's guitar. 
iivestyle=-decided.in 1997toinakehismusic - Over six years Duckworth has distilled a' 
global witltan ongoing Internet composition ·· foolproof recipe for his own multilayered 

I - called Cathedral. At six years old, the piece' ambient-musical pudding. The base layer is 
has been performed inTokyo, Brisbane, and the comforting, predictable pulse/drone ele- - 
New York among other places, consisting.of men ts: the throbbing didgeridoo, the drum 
live webcast performances withonline inter;. beat. Over· thatis the nonrepeating 'noise" 
active participation alongwith Duckworth's- Iayer-t-the birdsongs.guitar riffs, Tyranny's 
owncomposedrimsicandthecontrihutions resolving chords. And on top.tappearing 
of several collaborators. Cathedral seems , and disappearing, are the structured melodic 
ripe---y_e.t not nearing exhaustion. · elements that intermittently shape the work: 

And the piece has changed. When I first Tyranny's lyric melodies, the exotically 
,: wrote about it in 2000, Duckworth was modalDuckworthianfunesthatoccasionally 
straining to filter diverse elements into a rec- · arise. from his computer.and Sabatini's ten 
ognizably homogenous atmospheric mass. tative musings, sometimes humorous, some 
No longer: Having worked with some of the · times tantalizingly quasi-profound. 
same musicians over and over, the piece is 

· steeped in individual talents and all Duck 
worth has to do is put them in place, poke 
them a little, and they spring to life. The Au 
gust 6 performance at the Cutting Room, for 
instance, featured William Barton, a young 
didgeridoo virtuoso. 'BlUE( Gene Tyranny - 
played his inimitable melodies on piano; 
Abel Domingues played sporadic riffs on 
guitar; DJ Tamara spun discs; Nora Farrell on 
computer 'moderated among the contribu-. 
lions, including those of anonymous Internet 
participants. Yet for 90rninutes the sound of 
the music fused into a massive amplification 
of the pulsing drone of Barton's didgeridcio. 

So, in the beginning was pulsation. After 
a moment, huge, deep booms marked off a 
slow.regularbeat, Bird sounds and rain were 
overlaid, and Tyranny would hit dense," 
Ivesian chords of which one note would re 
solve, -creating a charming illusion of har 
monic lucidity. A drumbeat started up, 
though no drums were in evidence. One of 

Is this the recipe for 
ambient/Internet music 

who.se progress we'll be 
following decades hence?. 

Plus, somewhere in there. wete sounds 
that originated with enthusiasts tuning in (at 

_ monroestreet.com/ cathedral/ stage/), playing 
the 'Pitchweb," and adding melodies of their 
own._ You.couldn't teU which those were, for 
Duckwqrth had -his own safuples ari"d DJ 
Tama_rahad her compac,tdisc~; tlie origin of al 
)TIOst ariythir).g remained mysterious. Made for· 
the competing demands ofthe inchoate 21st 
century, the music allowed detailed and dis 
tracted listening, offering complexity of detail 
and sirr).plicityof atmosphere. Is this the re.cipe 
for ambient/Internet music whose develop 
ment we'll still be foliowirig aecades hen.ce? 


